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Some more news from the industrial frontline.

As some of you already may noticed the Dysprosium price is on a free fall at the moment and
reached a critical point. Dysrpsium dropped in price within th alst 3 month from 180k ISK p/u to
now 27k ISK p/u. Never in the history of Dysprosium it where at such a low price. It will have a
heavy impact on the moon holders because their income per moon will decrease drastically 
12.096.000.000 per month per moon down to 1.814.400.000 (4 weeks * 168h * 100 units *
price). It took ages and whole campaigns to take the moons and a lot of ships will have died in
this struggles - so now it where all for nothing.

Analysis of Dysprosium:

As you can see in the attached image the trend is still downwards. The target price corridor will
be at about 25k ISK or below. Dysprosium is used for Hypersynaptics and Ferrogel which are
used in Sensor Clusters, Thrusters, Shield Emitters and Reactors. According to the latest
inventions the requirements on those goods have decreased massivley. Thats why this moon
mineral will be rather useless for critical strategic use in future.

      

Another commonly used Moon mineral is Technetium - which is ONLY used to create Platinum
Technite - which is used in nearly all of the current t2 components. Its price shoots up to the sky
whithin the last 3 month and it can be now the new Dysprosium. Within the next week we will
see that Technetium will be more valuable than Dysprosium... which is a historic and epic day
for all industrialists.

Update 111-12-21
According to the latest events within TWB i have missed the date. This is an historic event for all
T2 producers and industrialists.
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A week ago Technetium has become the most valuable moon mineral in this universe. With
currently a price of 57k ISK per unit it raised from about 1000 within the last 1.5 month. Target
price cant be esteminated yet - it is still rapidly raising and will maybe stop at 75k (no prove yet).

Dysprosium has fallen to 25k ISK maximum and slightly increased the last week to now 35k
ISK. Please note the downward trend is not stopped yet and target price will still be about
25~30k ISK per unit.
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